Secure modern workforce access with Okta and Chrome Enterprise

Provide employees with fast, seamless, and secure access to cloud-based tools from any location.

Today’s workforce relies more and more on cloud-based enterprise software, like G Suite, Dropbox, and Slack. Many employees don't need traditional laptops—just reliable Internet access and the apps they need. For enterprises, buying and outfitting the usual fleet of expensive hardware, managed centrally by IT but individually customized by employee, represents an ongoing IT burden and an increasingly unnecessary expense.

The same forces accelerating cloud adoption can introduce new risks, too. In a world of increasingly sophisticated threat actors, balancing workforce productivity and enterprise security is an ongoing challenge. Companies need a way to securely embrace the cloud, with easy-to-manage and easy-to-use devices, so that employees get safe, seamless access to the tools they need. Okta and Chrome Enterprise can help.

Okta and Chrome Enterprise Benefits

1. **Give employees a single, simple, secure login**
   Okta’s identity cloud makes secure access easy. Employees can log in once and quickly access everything they need.

2. **Reduce the TCO of enterprise hardware**
   Centralizing user access gives companies flexibility on hardware, including new, cost-effective options, without sacrificing security.

3. **Enable “grab-and-go” device portability**
   With identity as the new security perimeter, employees can use any device, dramatically improving efficiency.

By shifting the security perimeter to workforce users, Okta helps enterprises accelerate their cloud-first strategies with confidence.

Learn more about Okta + Google
The Solution

Okta and Chrome Enterprise work together to provide frictionless anywhere access for workforces.

Employees can open any Chromebook, wherever they are, and log in once—through Okta’s familiar sign-in experience—to access all their apps and assets, with seamless pass-through authentication from ChromeOS to the Okta dashboard. This smooth user experience is made possible by a reliable zero trust environment powered by strong identity management and fine-grained, centralized access control.

Okta and Chrome Enterprise Benefits

With Okta and Chrome Enterprise working together, customers can dramatically lower their total cost of ownership for laptops, saving not only on the initial purchase but on IT hours setting up and provisioning laptops, maintaining and tracking them, backing up their data, and more. And signing in with Okta means users can be quickly productive, without wasting time logging into disparate systems. Okta and ChromeOS can help enterprises work safely in the cloud today, and as they shift even more workloads to the cloud in the future.

Product Overview

The Okta Identity Cloud protects the identities of your workforce with:

- Okta Single Sign-On (SSO)
- Okta Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
- Okta Lifecycle Management
- Okta Universal Directory
- Okta API Access Management
- Okta Advanced Server Access

Learn more about Okta + Google